
P/N F0197
Arctic Cat Exhaust Vent Kit

ALL ‘12-’13 ProCross/Climb

Installation Instructions

1.  Clean and prepare the surface that the adhesive will come in contact with. This can be done
    with Xylene or denatured alcohol. This will remove any dirt, oils or silicone mold release agents. 

NOTE: All adhesive applications must be made at household temperatures 
and must remain inside for 24 hours before being subject to cold temperatures.

2. Fold the fringe fingers over to create a fold crease (inside to inside).  
3. Remove the silicone backing halfway and align upper right corner (Fig. A) and work horizontally across first.

4.  Then remove remainder of silicone backing and install the Exhaust Screen vent over  the exhaust air vent 
on the right side access panel. 

5. After the 24 hour setup time is over you are ready to go.

If the FROGZSkin adhesive feels soft and pliable at room temperature, it is supposed to. 
It is a characteristic of its design. It is engineered to withstand extreme cold temperature. 

It has been tested and succeeded down to -109º F
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